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Collins/Tabak on Reproducibility
...a complex array of other factors seems to have contributed to the 

lack of reproducibility. Factors include poor training of researchers in 
experimental design; increased emphasis on making provocative 
statements rather than presenting technical details; and publications that 
do not report basic elements of experimental design.

Some irreproducible reports are probably the result of coincidental 
findings that happen to reach statistical significance, coupled with 
publication bias. 

Another pitfall is overinterpretation of creative ‘hypothesis-
generating’ experiments, which are designed to uncover new avenues of 
inquiry rather than to provide definitive proof for any single question. 
Still, there remains a troubling frequency of published reports that claim 
a significant result, but fail to be reproducible. 
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Par 2: “Their conclusions, have confirmed the worst fears of scientists…”

Par 5: “More than 60 of the studies did not hold up.”

Par 9: “The new analysis…found no evidence …that any original study was 
definitively false. Rather, it concluded that the evidence for most published 
findings was not nearly as strong as originally claimed.

Par 11: The report appears at a time when the number of retractions of 
published  papers is rising sharply in a wide variety of disciplines.

Pars 19-20: Yet very few of the redone studies contradicted the original 
ones; their results were simply weaker. “We think of these findings as two 
data points, not in terms of true or false,” Dr. Nosek said.
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OSC Definitions of Reproducibility
1. Significance levels (36%)

2. Whether >50% of replication effect sizes exceeded the 
original. (11%)

3. Whether effect size was within the confidence interval 
of replication study. (47%)

4. Whether the combined estimate of the original and 
replication studies was statistically significant. (68%)

5. “Subjective impression” (39%)

OSC = Open Science Collaboration
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Study 
2

The pattern is recreated by:
1.) Publication bias

2.) Regression to the mean

All of these estimates are 
from the same “truth”!

What if we assume a 1 SE effect, but only “publish” 
if the first study of a random pair is significant?

Study 
1
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Which results didn’t “reproduce”?

1.0
0.03

0.30
0.001

0.10
0.10

P-value
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22 of 23 trials 
have 

P > 0.05

Was a null-effect 
reproduced 22 times?
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“Scientific claims gain credibility by accumulating evidence 
from multiple experiments, and a single study cannot 
provide conclusive evidence for or against a claim. Equally, 
a single replication cannot  make a definitive statement 
about the original finding. However, the new evidence 
provided by a replication can increase or decrease 
confidence in the reproducibility of the original finding. 
When a replication "fails" it can spur productive theorizing 
about the source of that irreproducibility.”
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Meanings of reproducibility
Methods reproducibility
 With same data, can the analytic findings be reproduced?
 Includes computational reproducibility
 Related to processes of science, addresses issues of trust
 Transparency, methods reporting, data and code sharing 
Results reproducibility
 Related to results of science
 New evidence, confirmation?
Inferential reproducibility
 Related to interpretation of results
 Strength of claims
 Truth?
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What are “data?”

o Raw data

o Abstracted data
o Coded data

o Computerized data

o Edited, a.k.a. “cleaned” data
o Derived, transformed data
o Analyzable data

o Analyzed data, data summaries
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Raw Data
Death certificates

Sensor readings

CT Scan

Pulmonary Function Test

Air sample

Medical record

Clinical exam video
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Raw Data
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Abstracted data
Questionnaire
Length of stay
CT scan reading
PFTs: FEV1, Tidal Volume
Cause(s) of death

PFTs = Pulmonary Function Tests
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Reproducibility, et al.

Reproducibility

Replicability

Repeatability

Reliability

Robustness

Generalizability
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Video removed: “you can't handle the truth” scene from “A Few Good Men”
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Why can’t we handle the truth?
Traditional statistical methods have no 

language or measure for truth. 
 Many judgments are made in the design 

and analysis whose effects on proximity to 
truth cannot be quantified. 
What we have is a set of operational 

procedures and social conventions for 
when knowledge claims are permitted. 
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What is “statistics”?
Guide to reasoning under uncertainty.

 #1 goal is to get the uncertainty right.

Uncertainty about what?
 The truth!
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Two forms of uncertainty
 Stochastic – Chance 
Deductive.
Stochastic uncertainty measures (e.g. SEs, CIs) 

represent the minimum uncertainty.
 Epistemic  - Degree of belief (bias, causality, 

plausibility of effect or effect size, relevance of 
external information, some design effects, model 
uncertainty, data quality(?))
 Inductive
 Due in part to uncertainty in assumptions.
 The degree of uncertainty in any conclusion, 

qualitative or quantitative, is epistemic.
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Three sources of truth deviations
Random error
Bias
Generalizability / transportability
 Other people
 Other places
 Other times
 Other exposures
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Effect of Random and Systematic Error

True Effect
Average 

Study Effect

Bias
Observed 

study effectRandom 
Error

Effect in non-study 
settings (Transportability)
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Large Study - Good Design

True Effect

Average 
Study Effect

No 
Bias

Random 
Error

e.g. Large, multicenter randomized controlled trial (RCT)
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Small Study - Good Design

True Effect

Average 
Study Effect

No 
Bias

Random 
Error

e.g. Small, single site RCT
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Large Study - Poor Design

True Effect
Average 

Study Effect

Bias

Random 
Error

e.g. Correlation of prescriptions from health plan 
reimbursement files and cause of death from death 
certificates.
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Small Study - Poor Design

True Effect
Average 

Study Effect

Bias

Random 
Error

e.g. Single city, one year study, with historical controls
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Which is better?
True Effect 

Average 
Study Effect

True Effect Average 
Study Effect

Average deviation 
(MSE)

Average deviation (MSE)
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Effect of Random and Systematic Error

True Effect
Average 

Study Effect

Bias
Observed 

study effectRandom 
Error

Effect in non-study 
settings (Transportability)
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On P-values and Truth
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ASA Statement, 2016
“Researchers should bring many contextual factors 
into play to derive scientific inferences, including 
the design of a study, the quality of the 
measurements, the external evidence for the 
phenomenon under study, and the validity of 
assumptions that underlie the data analysis.  …  The 
widespread use of “statistical significance” 
(generally interpreted as “p ≤ 0.05”) as a license for 
making a claim of a scientific finding (or implied 
truth) leads to considerable distortion of the 
scientific process.”

ASA = American Statistical Association



False True

Scientific Conclusions Are…

TrueFalse U n c e r t a i n
0% 100%

Other 
studies

Quality of 
design

Quality of 
execution

Strength of 
findings

Biologic 
evidence
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Bayes Theorem

Starting (“prior”) 
probability of truth

Final (“posterior”) 
probability of truth
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What does P=0.05 do?
(at most)

100%0

Probability of truth

1% -> 6%
10% -> 43%

25% -> 69%

50% -> 87%
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What does P=0.01 do?
(at most)

100%0

Probability of truth

1% -> 19%

10% -> 72%

25%   ->  88%

50%   - 96%
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Cumulative evidence
RA Fisher (1890 – 1966)

“Personally, the writer prefers to set 
a low standard of significance at the 
5 percent point . . . "

“A scientific fact should be regarded 
as experimentally established only if 
a properly designed experiment 
rarely fails to give this level of 
significance.”

RA Fisher, The arrangement of field experiments. Journal of the 
Ministry of Agriculture, 1926, 33, 503-513. 
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Researcher degrees of freedom

“Garden of Forking 

Paths”

Gelman & Loken (2014)
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Consilience

William Whewell (1794-1866)

English philosopher and polymath

Created the word “scientist,” as well as 
physicist, ion, anode, cathode and 
dielectric.

Profoundly influenced Darwin, Faraday, 
Babbage and JS Mill

Consilience – proving a theory or 
demonstrating a property by measuring it 
in multiple different ways that did not 
share sources of error
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Summary
 “Methods reproducibility” is a form of confirmation that partly 

addresses issues of trust. If there is zero trust, there will always 
be more questions about the underlying data and what was done.

 Methods reproducibility does not directly address optimal 
analytic methods, but can allow different analytic approaches. 

 “Results reproducibility” almost defies formal definition. Most 
complex science is not a series of “proofs” and “disproofs”. 

 We develop networks of cumulative evidence that strengthen or 
weaken causal claims. (“Consilience”) Single studies will always 
involve data, design, or analysis issues subject to questioning.

 Virtually all theories are underdetermined by the 
underlying evidence. Absolute certainty is rarely possible, 
but degrees of certainty sufficient for action is. 
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Thank you!
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